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It has been proved that an arbitrary unitary operation can be performed by a quantum computer
but a general implementation procedure is not known yet. We present a general method which
expresses an unitary operator by the product of operators allowed by Hamiltonians. In this method,
the generator of an operator is found rst, and then the generator is expanded by the base operators
of the product operator formalism. Finally, the base operators disallowed by the Hamiltonian of a
quantum computer, including more than 2-body interaction operators, are substituted with allowed
ones by the axes transformation and coupling order reduction technique.
In 1973, Bennett proposed a reversible Turing ma-
chine which is as ecient as an irreversible one [1] and
this led to the idea of using quantum system as a com-
puter because the time evolution of a quantum system
is reversible. Feynman introduced a concept of a quan-
tum computer [2] and its theoretical model was given
by Deutsch [3]. On the other hand, Fredkin and Tooli
proved that an arbitrary computation can be performed
by a reversible Turing machine by showing that and,
or and not gates can be generated by reversible 3-bit
gates [4] among which a Tooli gate is most frequently
used now a days [5]. In quantum computation, a 3-bit
gate cannot be implemented directly because it requires
a simultaneous interaction of three particles. Thus, there
have been eorts to nd 2-bit universal gates [6{12]. Es-
pecially, Barenco et al. showed that a combination of 2-
bit c-not gates and 1-bit gates can replace a Tooli gate
and proposed a method to make general n-bit controlled
gates [13]. Therefore, it is proved that an arbitrary com-
putation can be performed by a quantum computer and
the implementation of these universal gates became the
basic requirement for any quantum system to be a quan-
tum computer.
However, the proof that an arbitrary computation can
be done by a quantum computer does not necessarily
mean that we know a general implementation procedure.
If an unitary operator U , equivalent to a combination of
gates, is related to a Hamiltonian H of a certain quantum
system by U = exp(−ıHt/h), it can be realized by the
time evolution of the system during time t. But there are
only a few operations which can be implemented in this
way by the limited Hamiltonians of nature. Therefore, it
is very necessary to nd a general method to implement
an arbitrary operation using only the given Hamiltoni-
ans. Feynman proposed a way to construct an arti-
cial Hamiltonian when U is given by U = Uk   U3U2U1
and all Hi’s corresponding to Ui’s exist in nature [14],
but it is impractical to construct articial Hamiltonians.
It will be more practical to partially control a Hamilto-
nian by turning \on" and \o" perturbations if U can
be expressed as a product of operators corresponding to
the perturbation terms. Whether Feynman’s articial
Hamiltonians or switch-able perturbations are used, an
operator of interest should be expressed as a product of
the operators allowed by Hamiltonians. This is equiv-
alent to nding the combination of universal gates and
generally very dicult problem having several solutions.
In this work, we propose a general method of express-
ing any unitary operator as a product of operators al-
lowed by nature. This method makes use of the fact that
an unitary operator U is always given by U = exp[−ıG],
where G is a Hermitian operator. Once the generator of
an operator, G, is found, it is expanded by suitable base
operators. Then U is expressed as a product of operators
having only one base operator as a generator and, nally,
each operator in the product is replaced by the allowed
ones.
The rst step of implementation is to nd the genera-
tor of a given operator. Since the only way to implement
an operator is to use the time evolution of a state under
a suitable Hamiltonian, a generator, which is a product
of Hamiltonian and time, gives physical information nec-
essary for implementation. An unitary operator is rep-
resented by a normal matrix and always diagonalized by
unitary transformation. The matrix T which diagonal-
izes U also diagonalizes G as





where U 0 and G0 are diagonalized matrices of U and G,
respectively. Once the operator and its generator become
diagonal, G0 is easily obtained from
U 0kk = e
−ıG′kk (2)
and G is obtained by inverse transformation G = T yG0T .
Since G is Hermitian, the eigenvalues of G, G0kk, are real
and U 0kk are complex with absolute value of unity. It is





To relate the generator G with Hamiltonians, consider
the following operators of the product operator formal-
ism for N spin- 1
2 particles [15{17].
Bs = 2(q−1)(Iα1 ⊗ Iα2 ⊗    ⊗ IαN ), (3)
where s = fα1, α2,    , αNg and αi is 0, x, y, or z. I0 is
E, i.e., a 22 unity matrix, Iαi is a spin angular momen-
tum operator for αi 6= 0, and q is the number of nonzero
αi’s. For example, fBsg for N = 2 is given by
q = 0 ; E/2
q = 1 ; I1x, I1y, I1z , I2x, I2y , I2z
q = 2 ; 2I1xI2x, 2I1xI2y, 2I1xI2z ,    ,
(4)
which are 16 Dirac matrices except the factor of 12 . In
Eq. 4, unity matrices are not shown and spin index is
added for convenience. fBsg, consisting of 4N elements,
makes a complete set and therefore, an arbitrary 2N2N
matrix can be expanded by the linear combination of
Bs’s. Since G and Bs’s are Hermitian, coecients of the
linear expansion are real numbers and obtained by ap-
plying the inner product of G and Bs’s.
An unitary operator is now expressed as U =
exp(−ı ∑s bsBs) of which the generator is related to
physical observables. In general, there exists no Hamilto-
nian which corresponds to a linear combination of Bs’s.
Therefore, our next step is to express U as a product
of single operators which have only one Bs as a genera-
tor like exp[−ıbsBs]. Sometimes, this decomposition is
the most dicult step and it is not proved yet whether
the decomposition is generally possible even for spin op-
erators. Fortunately, many useful gates can be easily
decomposed by using the commutation relations of Bs’s.
Bs’s are either commuting or anticommuting each other.
If G is expanded with only commuting Bs’s, U can be








A swap gate and an f -controlled phase shift gate used in
Grover’s search algorithm belong to this case.
Even though a generator has non-commuting Bs’s,
there are cases where decomposition is straightforward.
Suppose two base operators, Bs1 and Bs2, satisfy the
relation (h = 1),
[Bs1, Bs2] = ıBs3, (6)
then Bs3 also belongs to fBsg. This commutation rela-
tion makes the three operators, Bs1, Bs2, and Bs3, trans-
form like Cartesian coordinates under rotation, meaning
that
exp[−ıφBs3]Bs1(exp[−ıφBs3])y = Bs1 cosφ + Bs2 sin φ,
(7)
for cyclic permutations of s1, s2, and s3. If a genera-
tor has only these operators, it can be decomposed using
Euler rotations. For example, exp[−ıφ(Bs1 +Bs2)] is un-
derstood to be the rotation with the angle of
p
2φ about
the axis 45 o the \Bs1-axis" on the plane of Bs1 and
Bs2 axes. Therefore, this operation is equivalent to the







4 Bs3 . (8)
This decomposition technique by Euler rotations is also
applicable when an operator has a generator in the fac-












where φiαi are real numbers. Since I1x, I1y, and I1z
satisfy the commutation relation in Eq. 6, and commute
with any other spin operators with i 6= 1, spin 1 compo-











U y1 , (10)
where U1 is the product of the single operators of which
the generators have only spin 1 components, correspond-
ing to Euler rotations. Repeated applications of this pro-
cess to successive spins give





(φi0E + φiIiαi ). (12)
Then, decomposition is nished because all terms in
Eq. 12 commute each other. All the controlled gates
belong to this case. If none of the above methods are ap-
plicable, U can be approximately expanded as a product
of single operators to any desired accuracy [18].
Although Bs is a product of spin operators which are
physical quantities, not all Bs’s exist in Hamiltonians
that nature allows. Our nal step of implementation is
to substitute disallowed single operators in the product
with allowed ones. The Hamiltonian of a real quantum
system used for implementation of a quantum computer
allows only the following single operators in general.
Riα(φ) = e−ıφIiα ,
Jijα(φ) = e−ıφ2IiαIjα .
(13)
The rst term is a rotation operator which rotates spin
i about α-axis by the angle of φ and the second one is
a spin-spin interaction operator between spins i and j.
The angle φ in the second term is proportional to the
2
spin-spin coupling constant and evolution time, but we
denote it as a rotation angle because the eect of spin-
spin interaction can be understood as a rotation of one
spin due to the magnetic eld of the other. Before going
further, we assume the following more restricted set of
operators as allowed ones in this study.
Riα(φ) = e−ıφIiα (α = x or y),
Jij(φ) = Jijz(φ) = e−ıφ2IizIjz .
(14)
In this set, only x and y axes are used for single spin
rotations and a spin-spin interaction is limited to the
Ising type. Needless to say, the more single operators
are allowed, the easier it is to implement an algorithm.
However, Eq. 14 is an enough set to realize any unitary
operators as shown below and in fact these are the only
operators allowed by an NMR quantum computer, which
has been the most successful quantum computer so far.
Two rotation operators can generate any single bit opera-
tion and the interaction operator can make a c-not gate
in combination with rotation operators [19,20]. There-
fore, these three operators consist the minimum set to
implement universal gates. Though they are the oper-
ators allowed in the quantum computers using spin- 12
particles as qubits, corresponding operators must be al-
lowed to realize universal gates in any implementations.
Therefore, we can safely assume that Eq. 14 is the set of
generally allowed operators without loss of generality.
Now, we are to show that the minimum set in Eq. 14
can generate all the other operators of fBsg. First, the
single bit operation excluded in Eq. 14, Riz(φ), can be
transformed from Rix(y)(φ) as




This is the composite pulse technique well-known in
NMR experiment [16]. Any rotation about one axis can
be replaced by the composite of rotations about the other
two. This technique can be immediately applied to trans-
form an n-th order operator meaning the single operator
which has a generator Bs with q = n. All the second
order operators can be transformed to the Ising type op-
erator in Eq. 14 by this composite pulse technique. For
example, U(φ) = exp[−ıφ2IixIjz ] is transformed as [21]
exp[−ıφ2IixIjz ] = exp[−ıφRiy(pi2 )(2IizIjz)Riy(−pi2 )]
= Riy(pi2 ) exp[−ıφ2IizIjz ]Riy(−pi2 ).
(16)
The operators with more than 2-body interaction can
be reduced to the Ising type 2-body interaction opera-
tor as discussed below after all the spin coordinates are
changed to z using this technique. From now on, we call
the n-body interaction operators with all αi = z the n-
th order coupling operator. The key idea of the coupling
order reduction is that the n-th order coupling can be
thought as the (n − 1)-th order coupling controlled by
one spin state. For example, the third order coupling






2(Iz ⊗ Iz) 0




exp[−ıφ2(Iz ⊗ Iz)] 0







in the subspace of spin i. The nal form of Eq. 17 implies
that the third order coupling operator can be understood
as the second order one with the coupling between spin
j and k but its rotation direction depends on the state
of spin i. We note that if one spin is flipped during the
evolution of a spin-spin interaction, then the sign of inter-
action changes and this has eect of time reversal. This
means that the rotation direction changes [16,20], and
therefore, we can implement Eq. 17 with the second or-
der coupling operator by flipping spin j or k depending
on the state of spin i. It is a well-known c-not(xor) gate
which flips one spin depending on the state of the other
spin. A c-not gate is given by




2 )Jij(−pi2 )Rjy(−pi2 )
= Riz(pi2 )Uij
(18)
up to overall phase and this is a product of allowed op-
erators in Eq. 14. In the same way, the n-th order cou-
pling operator can be reduced to the (n−1)-th order one
by conditionally flipping odd number of spins except the
spin i. Repeated applications of this process obviously
reduce the n-th order coupling operator to the second
order one. Fig. 1 shows the quantum networks of the
n-th order coupling operator and its equivalent combina-
tion of the allowed operators. In Fig. 1 (b), c-not gates
after the second order coupling operator are inserted to
flip spins to their original states. Instead of c-not gates
before and after the second order coupling operator, Uij




FIG. 1. Quantum network for the n-th order coupling op-
erator (a) and its equivalent network consisting of allowed
operators (b).
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As an example, we apply this general implementation
procedure to a Tooli gate. The generator of a Tooli
gate obtained after the process of diagonalization and
inverse unitary transformation is expanded by base op-
erators as
G = pi(− 18E + 14I1z + 14I2z − 142I1zI2z + 14I3x− 142I1zI3x − 142I2zI3x + 144I1zI2zI3x).
(19)
Since all terms in this generator commute each other, the
corresponding operator is easily expressed as a product
of single operators. After substituting disallowed opera-
tors, I1zI3x and I1zI2zI3x in this case, with allowed ones
by the axes transformation and order reduction, the gate
is nally expressed as
R1z(pi4 )R2z(
pi
4 )J12(−pi4 )R3x(pi4 )R3y(pi2 )J13(−pi4 )
J23(−pi4 )U12J23(pi4 )U y12R3y(−pi2 ),
(20)
up to overall phase.
In summary, we propose a general method to imple-
ment an arbitrary unitary operator using generator ex-
pansion. Since generators are closely related with Hamil-
tonians, they help to see the physical meaning of an op-
eration. The operators with generators disallowed by
Hamiltonians are replaced by allowed ones using the axes
transformation and order reduction technique. There-
fore, our method also makes it possible to simulate an
Hamiltonian which does not exist in nature, including
more than 2-body interactions. In the future, a compiler
which translates a unitary operator into the product of
allowed ones automatically should be developed to make
a practical quantum computer. Our method necessarily
gives neither optimal nor unique solution to implemen-
tation as the mapping from U 0kk to G
0
kk in Eq. 2 is not
unique. It is an open question yet which choice would
give an optimal solution.
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